where! t! is! time,! I(t)! is! the! time[dependent! observed! emission! intensity! (photon! counts),! A i ! is! the! decay! amplitude,!and!τ i !is!the!decay!constant.!For!each!sample,!fitting!with!a!single!exponential!decay!curve!did!not! give! satisfactory! fits.! In! the! case! of! liposomes! ! L2,! this! is! attributed! to! the! molecules! being! dissolved! in! a! heterogeneous! system! (e.g.! liposomes),! and! a! small! degree! of! self[energy! transfer! (homo[transfer)! due! to! clustering! of! 2! in! the! membrane. 1 ! In! the! case! of! L23! or! L123,! the! occurrence! of! energy! transfer! results! in! a! multitude! of! donor! excited! state! lifetimes,! i.e.! multi[exponential! decays.! To! achieve! a! single! lifetime! value,! required!for!further!data!processing,!it!was!therefore!necessary!to!use!amplitude!weighted!average!lifetimes! (τ),!as!calculated!by!Equation!S2:! 
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The! value! of! n 4 ! for! these! experiments! is! ≤! 2.8! Fitting,lifetime,data,with,a,Förster,decay,model, Besides! the! use! of! multiKexponential! decays! to! calculate! FRET! efficiencies! and! SternKVolmer! parameters,! the! timeKcorrelated! single! photon! counting! data! and! transient! absorption! spectroscopy! data! were! also! analysed! using!a!Förster!decay!model!to!derive!different!system!parameters.!This!model!has!been!used!before!for!the! analysis!of!energy!transfer!from!perylene!to!various!transition!metal!ions!in!DPPC!vesicles.
1,!10 !For!TCSPC!data,! Equation!S12!was!used:! In!the!case!of!TA!spectroscopy!data,!Equation!S12!was!modified!to!Equation!S13:! Residual ! ! 15! data.!Preliminary!experiments!with!TA!spectroscopy!on!L2!and!L3!alone!showed!that!400!nm!light!excites!both! molecules,! but! that! at! 700! nm! compound! 2! has! a! major! transient! absorption! peak! while! there! is! negligible! signal!of!3 2+ !(see!above).!Therefore!the!kinetic!trace!at!700!nm!was!therefore!selected!for!fitting!with!Equation! S13,!i.e.!λ!=!700!nm.!Similar!to!the!fitting!of!TCSPC!data,!the!TA!data!was!indeed!fitted!using!the!model! (Table!  S4 .!Note!that!for!TTAKUC!quantum!yields,!it!is! common! to! multiply! Φ uc ! by! 2," because" of! the! fact! that! TTAKUC! intrinsically! has! a! maximum! quantum! yield!of!50%!and!thus!must!be!scaled!to!attain!a!maximum!value!of!100%.!In!this!work,!we!do!not!use! such!a!misleading!scaling!factor.!Φuc!can!be!calculated!by!Equation!S16:!
where!Iannihilator(λ)!is!the!spectral!luminescence!intensity!(in!photons.s K1 .nm K1 )!of!the!annihilator!species,! λ1! and! λ2! are! the! lowK! and! highKwavelength! boundaries,! respectively,! of! the! upconverted! annihilator! emission! spectrum.! qp9abs! is! determined! by! subtracting! the! spectral! light! intensity! of! the! excitation! source! that! has! passed! through! the! sample! (Iexc9sample,! in! photons.s K1 .nm K1 )! from! the! spectral! light! intensity!of!the!excitation!source!that!has!passed!through!a!blank!sample!(Iexc9blank,!in!photons.s K1 .nm K1 ),! and! by! integrating! over! the! excitation! wavelength! range! λ3! to! λ4,! see! Equation! S17.! The! blank! sample! resembled!the!upconverting!sample!in!all!ways,!except!that!it!did!not!contain!any!sensitizer,!and!thus! did!not!absorb!at!the!excitation!wavelength.!
Equation!S16!can!then!be!expressed!as!Equation!S18:!
The! spectrometer! and! the! integrating! sphere! were! calibrated! so! that! the! observed! intensities! are! directly!proportional!to!the!photon!flux,!i.e.!I λ ∝ [mol!of!photons. s
].!Therefore,!integrating! these! values! over! the! relevant! wavelength! regions! gave! directly! the! flux! of! photons! arriving! at! the! spectrometer.! Because! the! intensity! of! the! upconverted! light! is! relatively! low! compared! to! that! of! the! exciting! laser! source! the! absorption! and! emission! of! the! sample! cannot! be! measured! at! the! same! time.! In! other! words,! the! laser! light! saturates! the! spectrometer,! which! prevents! upconversion! to! be! measured.! To! circumvent! this! problem,! the! absorption! was! measured! using! a! variable! neutral! density! filter! with! known! attenuation! (typically! Fattn~0.01,! i.e.,!~99%! attenuation).! This! filter! was! placed! between! the! integrating!sphere!and!the!spectrometer!to!measure!the!absorbed!photon!flux,!whereas!it!was!replaced! for!the!measurement!of!the!upconverted!emission!by!an!OD4!short!pass!filter!(<575!nm)!to!remove!the! excitation!wavelength.!Thus,!Equation!S18!was!changed!into!Equation!S19.!The!attenuation!factor!Fattn" was!assumed!to!be!constant!over!the!wavelength!range!of!the!laser!excitation.!Additionally,!because!the! sample!was!relatively!concentrated!so!that!enough!red!light!was!absorbed!to!have!an!accurate!value!of! q pKabs ,!a!correction!was!required!for!I annihilator !for!the!secondary!innerKfilter!effect,!due!to!reabsorption!of! the! emission! around! 450! nm.! To! this! end,! the! upconversion! emission! spectrum! was! recorded! under! ! ! 20! highly!diluted!conditions!in!the!temperature!controlled!cuvette!holder!setup!(see!experimental!section! in! the! main! text)! and! this! spectrum! was! scaled! at! 474! nm! (i.e.! the! second! emission! peak! of! perylene,! which!is!not!reabsorbed)!to!match!the!photon!flux!value!at!474!nm!of!I annihilator .!This!corrected!spectrum! was!called!I annihilatorKcorr .!Finally,!although!at!the!first!order!the!notch!or!short!pass!filter!was!assumed!to! only! block! the! laser! signal! from! reaching! the! spectrometer,! in! reality! there! was! a! small! reduction! of! transmission!for!wavelengths!situated!in!the!upconversion!range!as!well.!This!filtering!can!be!corrected! when! calculating! Φuc! by! dividing! the! upconversion! luminescence! intensity! by! the! transmission! curve! T(λ)"of!the!notch!or!short!pass!filter!in!the!wavelength!range!of!the!upconverted!light.!The!corrected! equation!for!Φuc"became!Equation!S19:!
Because!the!integrating!sphere!setup!did!not!feature!temperature!control,!Φ UC !at!310!K!was!estimated! from! measuring! the! upconversion! emission! under! highly! diluted! conditions! in! the! temperature! controlled!cuvette!holder!setup!at!293!K!and!at!310!K!(see!experimental!section!in!the!main!text)!and! scaling!Φ UC !at!293!K!with!the!ratio!of!the!upconversion!emission!at!293!K!and!310!K!by!using!Equation! S20:!
The! boundary! wavelengths! that! were! used! for! determining! Φuc" given! in! the! main! text,! as! well! as! the! measured!values!for!qp9em!and!qp9abs!at!293!K,!are!given!in!Table!S5.! Table' 
where! 
where! [3] 
Equation!S25!shows!that!the!rate!of!the!photosubstitution!reaction!depends!on!the!local!concentration! of! 3 2+ ! and! a! nonKzero! order! reaction! rate! can! be! expected.! Realizing! that! K SV [3] local ! <<! 1,! and! that! therefore!E ET !can!be!approximated!with!! !" ! !"#$! ≡ ! !"
where!k!is!given!by!Equation!S28:! 
is!the!bulk!concentration!of!4 2+ ,!and!l!is!the!cuvette!path!length!(i.e.!1!cm).!At!t!=!∞,!the!photoreaction!is! complete!and!no!more!3 2+ !is!present,!which!means!that!
Finally,!the!amount!of!mol!3 2+ 'is!obtained!by!multiplying!with!the!volume!in!the!cuvette!(V,!i.e.!1.5!ml),!
At! t! =! 0,! the! value! for! n 3 ! (2.95! x! 10 K8 ! ±! 0.06! x! 10 K8 ! mol)! was! very! comparable! with! the! value! for! n 
